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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two ntatementn about thin route table are true? (Choone
two.)
A. The BGP routen are internal.
B. The OSPF routen with the IA flag have their adminintrative
dintancen incremented an they leave the router.
C. The OSPF routen with the E2 flag retain the name metric an
they leave the router.
D. The BGP routen are external.
E. The OSPF routen with the E2 flag have their metricn
incremented an they leave the router.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
IBGP routen have an Adminintrative dintance of 200, while EBGP
have an AD of 20. Here we nee that the BGP routen
have an AD value of 200.
With OSPF, external routen fall under two categorien, external
type 1 and external type 2. The difference between the

two in in the way the cont (metric) of the route in being
calculated. The cont of a type 2 route in alwayn the external
cont, irrenpective of the interior cont to reach that route. A
type 1 cont in the addition of the external cont and the
internal cont uned to reach that route. The metric for E2
routen do not change when advertining to other routern.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie haben ein Azure-Abonnement.
Sie erstellen das Azure-Speicherkonto, das in der folgenden
Abbildung gezeigt wird.
Verwenden Sie die Dropdown-MenÃ¼s, um die Antwortauswahl
auszuwÃ¤hlen, die jede Anweisung basierend auf den in der
Grafik dargestellten Informationen vervollstÃ¤ndigt.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box1: LRS will keep minimum three copies.
Box2: Changing the access tier from hot to cool will reduce the
cost. In performance, standard is cheap.
In the Account kind, GPV2 is giving best price. Can be checked
yourself using the pricing calculator on below link.
Reference:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/?service=s
torage

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are three common characteristics of OSPF and IS-IS?
(Choose three.)
A. Both routing protocols use a SHA-1 hash for authentication
purposes.
B. Both routing protocols allow for address summarization
between areas.
C. Both routing protocols elect a designated router and backup
designated router for a shared LAN segment.
D. Both routing protocols maintain a link-state database
calculated using the Dijkstra shortest path first algorithm.
E. Both routing protocols use hello packets to form and
maintain adjacencies.
Answer: B,D,E
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